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“You can observe a lot by just watching” – Yogi Berra

Baseball Umpire #1 I call ‘em as I see ‘em
Baseball Umpire #2 I call ‘em as they are
Baseball Umpire #3 They ain’t nothin’ till I call ‘em

Richard E. Nisbett Mindware – Tools for Smart Thinking

A decade ago, diagnostic errors represented a blind spot in
health care – a problem that somehow was overlooked in
the early discussions of patient safety [1]. Thankfully, we
have seen an explosion of interest in considering the
diagnostic error problem over the past few years, and in
understanding the nature of diagnosis itself. In the decade
from 2000 to 2010, at best a handful of articles appeared
every year on these topics; now 10 years later, there are
hundreds of publications appearing annually, thankfully
including the landmark report from the National Academy
of Medicine from 2015 on Improving Diagnosis in Health
Care [2]. Diagnostic error has clearly emerged from the
shadows: The National Academy report designated diag-
nostic error to be an urgent national concern, and for the
past 3 years the ECRI Institute has designated it to be the #1
patient safety problem in healthcare today [3].

At this 10-year milestone, we are delighted to publish
this special edition of our DIAGNOSIS journal, which pre-
sents a unique and very different view of diagnosis from the
information-processing framework we have been using
extensively for the past decade (Figure 1). The articles in this
special issue approach diagnosis from a sociological
perspective. Annemarie Jutel and Kevin Dew define this
perspective as one “that considers how individuals function
within a wider social context” [4]. In this vein, diagnosis is a
social activity with important social consequences, and that
to fully understand diagnosis requires that we examine how
the process evolves in a particular social context. In

particular, we will be looking at diagnosis from the
perspective of ‘situativity’, referring to a family of related
social theories focusing specifically on cognition and the

clinical reasoning process [5, 6]. From this “situated”
perspective, observing how diagnosis evolves is a key

methodological approach to studying thediagnostic process.
From the perspective of the information-processing

theory, diagnosis was understood to be a sense-making,
clinical reasoning process ‘in the head’ of the physician. In
contrast, the situativity perspective emphasizes that diag-
nosis takes place ‘in the world’, and that our cognition is
shaped by our interactions with others and with the re-
sources in our environment. The clinical reasoning steps
(‘in the head’) are still there and remain a critical part of the
diagnostic process, but are embedded within the situation,
meaning that the environment, the other participants, and
their interactions are key to arriving at the diagnosis. Thus
the clinical reasoning steps retain their central importance
as the place where the diagnosis will ultimately be
declared, but situativity explores in much greater depth
how this process actually works, and identifies and clar-
ifies how the various steps are connected to, and influ-
enced by so many other elements and factors. Situativity
envisions the mind as “embodied (i.e., interacting with the
body), embedded (i.e., interactingwith the environment) and
extended (i.e., interacting with other people and artefacts in
larger systems)” [5].

Observing and characterizing diagnosis from this sit-
uativity perspective is important for at least three reasons:
First, it changes our world view of diagnosis and how we
understand the process. From this new perspective we
consider diagnosis in a more holistic sense, taking into
account how the ‘in the head’ clinical reasoning steps are
influenced by the contextual and other social factors in
play at the time. Second, it uses different methods to study
the diagnostic process and its outcomes. And finally, this
family of social cognitive theories emphasizes a different
and much broader set of interventions to improve diag-
nosis and address diagnostic error. It asks us to consider all
of the system-related factors that are relevant to diagnostic
quality and safety, as well as the many opportunities to
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improve the cognitive aspects of diagnosis through its
connections to the broader world.

The situativity perspective expands
our world-view of diagnosis, and
helps us understand the diagnostic
process in its entirety

For starters, the situativity perspective opens up and un-
packs the clinical reasoning process per se to allow amuch
more detailed examination. Michael Soh and colleagues
describe 26 discrete elements of this one ‘step’, and studied
how clinicians move through this sequence during their
clinical reasoning process [7].

The National Academy of Medicine used a socio-tech-
nical perspective to portray diagnosis as a process,
embedded in a particular environment (Figure 2) [2, 8, 9].

The situativity perspective emphasizes how each of
these elements interacts in ultimately determining the
success or failure of the process, how easy or hard it is, and
how fast or how slowly it proceeds. If this is the map, sit-
uativity theories provide the details, what each step in-
volves, and what it all means.

The information-processing theory perspective focuses
on just two parties, the doctor and the patient. In contrast,

situativity portrays diagnosis as taking place in a ‘crowded
room’ [10], with a wide range of individuals and influential
factors potentially involved. The #1 recommendation to
address diagnostic error in the National Academy of Medi-
cine report was to improve teamwork in the diagnostic
process [2]. This begins by involving the patient and family,
making them full partners in establishing the diagnosis, and
extends to all of the other individuals that touch the patient
[11–13] (Figure 3). The article by Andrew Olson and col-
leagues in this issue explores the teamwork-in-diagnosis
concept from the situativity perspective. This new concept
visualizes diagnosis as something that emerges from the
team; the clinical reasoning process happens collectively,
not individually [14].

The work environment also plays a critical role, as
diagnosis always takes place in a particular setting with its
own particular resources and constraints (Figure 4). As
examples, diagnosis will be constrained if the appropriate
testing or imagingmodalities aren’t readily available, if the
‘next available’ appointment to see a specialist is months
away, if the time allocated for an appointment is too short,
etc. Diagnosis will be enhanced if communication skills
and pathways are well established, if the ‘team’ is func-
tioning well, if electronic knowledge resources are easily
accessed, if the local culture and learning pathways are
favorable, etc. The electronic medical record is one of the
most influential factors in this regard; many functionalities

Figure 1: Information-processing theory clarifies how a diagnosis is made through both the intuitive (System 1) and conscious, rational
pathways (System 2).
These components of clinical decision-makingmakeup the central elements in the situativity perspective of diagnosis,whichportrays how the
clinical reasoning steps take place in a particular context, and are influenced by other elements of cognition, the environment, the work
system, and the many actors and interactions that can be involved in the process.
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in the EMR greatly enhance the timeliness and reliability of
diagnosis, and at the same time there are design flaws and
unintended consequences that can greatly inhibit the
process, or lead directly to lapses in care [15, 16].

A fascinating aspect of viewing diagnosis from the
situativity perspective is the realization that the diagnostic
encounter as it is experienced by the doctor or the patient
can be very different things, and neither one corresponds
exactly to what actually transpired. The two parties
perceive events from their own frame of reference, and
these may differ markedly. This is the medical version of
‘selective perception’. An excellent illustration of this is
Jonathan Howard’s description of a Princeton-Dartmouth
football game in 1951 [17].

In the diagnostic process, a related phenomenon can
be found in how differently the doctor and the patient
perceive the same diagnostic encounter [4], or how
different radiologists would view the sameX-ray images. In
the language of phenomenology and ethnography, “reality
is defined as what individuals perceive or understand about
objects or events, not the properties they may have on their
own” [19]. Getting back to Umpire #3, in this world view
diagnosis is not just the disease that a patient ‘has’, it is the
co-created name assigned by the physician to the patient’s
illness, emphasizing its sociological nature [20].

One of the most important aspects of situativity is its
emphasis on ‘context’. Pat Croskerry describes two type of
contextual influence: adjacent and situational. Situational
factors would include things like the setting of the diag-
nostic process, the experience of the provider, the number
of interruptions, etc. Adjacent factors could include pa-
tient-specific elements, such as their age, gender, or
ethnic background, or their past history or associated
symptoms. The exact same complaint can mean two
entirely different things depending on the context in
which it presents: A patient complaining of right-sided
flank pain will be perceived and diagnosed in a very
different way if he also complains of hematuria (he has a
kidney stone), vs. having a dermatomal vesicular eruption
(he has shingles). Pat Croskery’s paper on this phenom-
enon, ‘Context is Everything’, should be required reading
for all future clinicians [21]. In their article in this issue,

Figure 2: The diagnostic process, according to the National Academy of Medicine [2].

The Princeton vs. Dartmouth football game of 1951

The two schools have a longstanding rivalry, and the game was hotly-
contested and rough, with multiple penalties and injuries. After the
game, naturally, Dartmouth fans blamed Princeton for the violence,
and Princeton fans blamed Dartmouth. Hastorf and Cantril conducted
an interesting experiment to better document the phenomenon of
selective perception: Students from the two schools were asked to
review the exact same clips from the game, and provide their opinions
on whether it was “rough and dirty” or “clean and fair,” and who was
to blame for the offenses. Despite viewing the same exact same
footage, students from Princeton overwhelming faulted Dartmouth for
the game’s violence and vice versa, confirming the phenomenon of
selective perception [18].
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Alan Charney and Jordan Dourmashkin emphasize the
critical need to consider context when interpreting lab
results [22], and several other articles touch on the
importance of contextual issues in diagnosis more
generally. Context is everything.

The situativity perspective has major implications for
both education and assessment. A central goal of health-
care education is to achieve competency in clinical
reasoning, andmost current assessment instruments focus
on just the ‘in the head’ aspects of this process. However,
recent recommendations envision an expanded concep-
tualization of competency in diagnosis that includes team-
based and system-relevant elements [23]. The situativity
perspective includes these elements, and many others. As
Dario Torre and colleagues point out in their article,
teaching clinical reasoning from the situativity perspective
will be very different than learning from a printed case
scenario [24]. Assessment will need to evolve accordingly;
the articles in this issue by Joe Rencic and colleagues and
Lambert Schuwirth and colleagues begin to explore this
challenge: How should we assess clinical reasoning from a
situativity perspective [25–27]? Direct observation of clin-
ical reasoning abilities, as demonstrated in the article by

Brian Garibaldi and colleagues, is likely to be much more
informative than the multiple-choice ‘paper’ based evalu-
ations that we rely on today [28].

The social cognitive theory
(situativity) perspective uses
different methods to study the
diagnostic process: observing in
place of listening, and learning
from stories

Arthur Elstein’swork formed the foundation for our current
understanding of ‘how doctors think’, based on the ‘think
aloud’ protocol he used as they solved diagnostic cases
[29]. In most cases when their diagnosis was correct, they
simply recognized it from the features in the case. Con-
structing a differential diagnosis was the exception. Simi-
larly, the remarkable series of case discussions by Jerome
Kassirer and Stephen Pauker in theNewEngland Journal of

Figure 3: The importance of teams in the diagnostic process.
Image by Pascale Carayon.
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Medicine provided complementary insights into how doc-
tors think, by walking the reader, step by step, through the
clinical reasoning process that culminated in the correct
diagnosis [30]. Behavioral scientists had already clarified
the cognitive underpinnings of decision-making, and
thanks largely to the pioneering efforts of Pat Croskerry, we
now understand that diagnostic reasoning uses the same
two cognitive capabilities, the ‘fast’, intuitive (System 1)
pathway, and the ‘slow’, conscious, rational (System 2)
pathway [31]. The dual-pathway model is the central
element of the information-processing theory of diagnosis.
It is easy to grasp, itmakes sense, and it has been especially
valuable in explaining many aspects of both clinical
reasoning and the diagnostic errors that are seen in clinical
practice.

The information-processing theory framework evolved
primarily from listening to what doctors said about diag-
nosis. In contrast, this family of social cognitive theories
focus on observing what transpires during the diagnostic
process. No less of an authority than Albert Einstein
espoused the value of learning about cognition from
observation. In a lecture on how to understand theoretical
physics: “If you want to find out anything from the

theoretical physicists about the methods they use, I advise
you to stick closely to one principle, don’t listen to their
words, fix your attention on their deeds” [32].

Gary Klein’s foundational studies on what he terms
naturalistic decision-making were based on observation.
He studied fire fighters, aircraft-carrier commanders,
nurses and others, but instead of asking people to verbalize
their problem-solving process, he studied what they actu-
ally did [33]. Although physicians weren’t studied directly,
his model of intuitive, ‘recognition-primed’ decision-mak-
ing seemed immediately applicable to diagnosis, and in
sync with Arthur Elstein’s observation of how clinicians
solved diagnostic problems intuitively, or by “System 1”
processing, in the lingo of the dual-processing paradigm.
Gigerenzer and colleagues in their descriptions of ‘boun-
ded rationality’ reached similar conclusions from their
experimental studies of decision making, finding that
‘satisficing’ (originally described by Simon [34]) was com-
mon, typically produced the correct conclusions, and that
many decisions were reached without full consideration of
other possibilities [35].

A criticism of the ‘learn from listening’ approach is that
in fact we may not be capable of knowing how our own

Figure 4: Elements of the environment that influence diagnosis.
Image by Pascale Carayon.
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thoughts arise. What physicians say about their clinical
reasoningmay be a post-hoc effort to justify their decisions.
It is reassuring, however, that the ‘listening’ approach and
the observational approach seem to agree that the diag-
nosis, at the expert level, very often arises from pattern
recognition at an intuitive level.

Vineet Chopra in his article describes the value of us-
ing ethnography, and focused ethnography, to study
diagnosis [36]. “In ethnography, researchers embed
themselves, (over an extended period of time), into the
social world of participants so as to better understand be-
haviors, organizations, communities, (sub)cultures, and
society.” Focused ethnography looks at a particular topic
or question, and the article by Mindaugas Briedis in this
issue that looks at diagnosis in radiology is a fascinating
example [19].

Small learning – from stories

Another thing to like about situativity is being able to learn
about the diagnostic process from patient and provider
stories. Many of the stories are tragic, some are lighter, but
they are all engaging. In contrast to the nature of informa-
tion emerging from the study of ‘big data’, each of these
stories is a ‘small lesson’ in how to improve diagnosis,
learning fromeachpatient, oneat a time [37, 38]. Someof the
most interesting are the stories that physicians tell about
their own diagnostic errors [39], or their encounters with the
healthcare system in their own diagnostic journey [40].

With autopsies having largely disappeared as a way to
learn from error, stories may be the next-best thing. Each
one is real, credible, and compelling. Relating to sit-
uativity, patients have been able to map out where along
the diagnostic process the breakdowns in their care
occurred, and explore the lessons that should be learned
from these exercises by asking “What if… things had been
differently” [41].

The Society to Improve Diagnosis in Medicine
(SIDM) has a growing collection of patient stories [42],
and many hundreds more can be found from an online
search. On our ‘wish list’ of ways to improve diagnosis
would be some better way to promote learning from
patient stories. Their value could be greatly enhanced if
they were aggregated somehow so that the lessons could
be more easily found and incorporated into practice.
Gordy Schiff and colleagues are endeavoring to begin
this effort in their “PRIDE” (Primary Care Research in
Diagnosis Errors) project, which will collect, analyze,
and categorize cases for storage in a central repository
[43]. An unmet need is how to incorporate these lessons

back into healthcare education – each case provides a
little gem of knowledge, a pitfall to be avoided, but their
value will be lost without incorporating them somehow
in learning.

Situativity can help us understand
and address diagnostic errors

Direct observation of care, and video-recordings of care
[44], have already produced invaluable insights into the
quality of diagnostic care in the real world, and this in-
formationmight not have surfaced any otherway. Andrews
et al. found that 18% of observed hospitalized patients
experienced a serious adverse safety event [45]. Similar
findings were observed in another study, including in-
stances of diagnostic error [46]. Carl Berdahl and col-
leagues observed 240 diagnostic encounters involving 12
different Emergency Department physicians; roughly twice
asmany physical findings and elements from the ‘review of
systems’ were documented than were actually performed
(or asked) during the visit [47]. Because diagnosis is so
critically important on the facts in a particular case, this
demonstration of the errors in clinical documentation is
particularly alarming.

A related approach is to use ‘unannounced standard-
ized patients’ (USP’s) to learn about the diagnostic process
[48–50]. These are patients trained to portray a particular
condition, relate their story in a reproducible way, and
observe the response. Quoting Schwartz et al.: “sending
standardized patients into clinical practice settings in-
cognito is the gold standard (for assessment) of physician
performance” [51–53]. As an example, Alan Schwartz, Saul
Weiner and Amy Binns-Calvey identified clear instances of
‘contextual error’ using standardized patients to observe
outpatient care: Physicians in practice commented on or
pursued a patient’s mentioning “Boy, it’s been tough since
I lost my job” less than half of time in cases where this
might have been relevant to determining the diagnosis [51].
Their article in this issue usedUSP’s to study the evaluation
of depression screening in actual practice, and whether
feedback to the providers on their own performance and
the performance of their group had any impact [54]. Their
results showed that screening was performed only half of
the time, but improved to near 70% after feedback. In
addition, the study found that many times elements of the
depression screen were performed but not documented,
and an even larger fraction that were documented, but
never performed. A separate report from JeffreyWilhite and
colleagues used USP’s to study the behaviors of internal
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medicine residents asked to evaluate a patient with
recurring exacerbations of asthma [55]. Over a third of the
residents failed to elicit the fact that the patient lived in
public housing with a severe mold problem, and only 10%
addressed all four of the desirable elements to probe for
social determinants of health (eliciting the appropriate
information, exploring and acknowledging these issues,
responding by providing resources or referrals, and doc-
umenting appropriately). Consistent with the many other
studies using USP’s, documentation of the care encounter
was sub-optimal: Even when the relevant social history
was obtained, it was documented in less than half of cases.

These kinds of studies are eye-popping in their impact,
and will forever change the way we look at data derived
from surveys or captured administrative data, which are
many steps removed from what actually transpires in
practice. The shortcomings of documentation, in partic-
ular, are noteworthy, and the article by Carl Berdahl and
David Shriger in this issue explores the implications of this
for future research work [56].

Several articles in this special edition illustrate the
kinds of research work that situativity enables. The
studies by Abby Konapasky and colleagues provide
illustrative examples [57], including an exploration of
how contextual factors change the language of diagnosis
[58], and how contextual factors change the likelihood of
arriving at the correct diagnosis (the phenomenon of
context specificity). A study by Divya Ramani and col-
leagues explores how uncertainty interacts with contex-
tual factors in the clinical reasoning process [59]. Marcia
Docherty and colleagues report their initial findings from
observing senior ER residents [60]. The results suggest
that even brief observation periods may be able to
distinguish minimal versus more fulsome levels of com-
petency by examining the effective exploration of
contextual issues.

Conclusions

In his address to the Diagnostic Error inMedicine conference
in 2011, “What Physicians Can Learn fromFirefighters”, Gary
Klein suggested that we could improve diagnosis by both
reducing errors, and increasing insights and expertise

(Figure 5). Increasing expertise ismatter for education, but it
seems like the study of situativity provides unique oppor-
tunities for advancing the twin goals of reducing mistakes
and increasing insights. The next decadewill hopefully see a
great deal of new work in this direction.
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